
Commutifi 
Complete

Save time and money managing 
and analyzing commutes.

Take a data-driven approach to 
analyze, manage, incentivize, and 
optimize your commutes all from the 
same easy-to-use platform.

1

Increase ROI and adoption of 
commuter programs.

2

Simplify TDM by centralizing all 
things commuting in one place.

3

Employers & Universities
Optimize your commuting programs

Cities and Transit Agencies
Centralize commuter information

Commercial Real Estate
Enhance commuter amenities

TMAs & TDM Consultants
Level up commuting resources

Who is this for?

Score: Evaluate and compare commutes with our patented Commuter Score.

Analyze: Scrutinize your commuting programs and amenities in near real-time.

Create: Model and construct data-driven programs to maximize impact and ROI.

Distribute: Target programs to the right commuters with personalized portals.

Manage: Track registrations, measure adoption, collect payments, and more.



Optimize your commutes

Connect all your commuting programs

Integrate all your parking and mobility providers 
into one platform for easy analysis and 
management

Educate and incentivize commuters

Empower your commuters to select the best 
commuting mode and route for them with 
personalized commuter portals.

Analyze and manage all things commuting

Automate your parking and mobility program 
analysis and management from a single 
administrator dashboard.

Turn inefficient commuting headaches into 
data-driven program favorites.



Platform powered by 
Commuter Score

Real-time commute 
heatmap visualizations

Contact us at hello@commutifi.com to learn 
more and schedule your demo today.

Mode split, cost, time, and 
emissions per commute

Connected survey for 
onboarding and data

Commuter guide with all 
commute program info

Dynamic commuter route 
mapping

TDM plan distribution and 
management

Manual commuter trip 
tracking

Automated parking and 
mobility integrations

Automated trip tracking 
via mobility integrations

Current TDM program cost 
and efficiency analysis

Potential TDM program 
cost and ROI analysis
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Pricing

STANDARD SUBSCRIPTION

$2
per commuter per month

$750 setup fee per building

$750 per connected source 
(e.g. parking gate, shuttle)

A subscription pricing to fit your needs 

$1,000 monthly minimum

3 year contract minimum


